
Discover convenience like never before by incorporating Wine By Your Side™ 3-Piece Wine Holder Set into your dining 
experience. Keep conversation flowing and continue to enjoy a delicious meal without having to stop and flag down a waiter 
at a restaurant to request another drink. The innovative design clears space on the table for food and avoids overcrowding. 

The solution to having a relaxed and uninterrupted dinner is easy and the result is outstanding.

Make the next meal a memorable one by adding Wine By Your Side™ to enhance your overall dining experience.

An Innovative Luxury Revolutionizing How People Dine
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Ice Bucket
The steel frame easily attaches to the side of a 
table, creating a freestanding base to support 

an ice bucket or wine bottle. Instantly save 
table space with the chrome plated holder, 

while keeping wine close at-hand.

Wine Holder
Made of durable stainless steel, the ice bucket 

boosts a double-wall interior to ensure 
condensation is eliminated. The sweat-free 
quality of the bucket avoids wet floors or 
tables, if used without the wine holder. 

When it comes to drinking room temperature 
wine, simply attach the steel red wine adapter 
to the holder. Use the circular space to store

a bottle upright and tableside for the 
utmost convenience.

Red Wine Adapter



Discover Wine By Your Side™

The Wine By Your Side™ set (item #20014) comes with a total 
of three components. The chrome plated wine holder acts as a 
base for the unit and connects directly to the table. The frame 
has a large circular opening that is used to store the double-wall 
ice bucket to chill white or sparkling wine tableside. For red 
wine connoisseurs, the additional steel adapter shrinks the size 
of the opening to securely store wine bottles upright and at 
room temperature.

The unit comes as a three-piece wine holder set, but there are 
two components offered that can be purchased individually. The 
stainless steel ice bucket (item #20034) and the wine holder 
and red wine adapter (item #20024) are sold separately. All 
component pieces are constructed with the same commercial 
grade quality.
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Whether using the wine holder in the comfort of your own home, 
enjoying a delicious meal at an upscale restaurant or while setting 
sail on a exclusive cruise line, Wine By Your Side™ offers a new 
luxury unseen.

Innovative: A revolutionary design that is changing how people 
dine by guaranteeing a memorable experience.

Convenience: Never interrupt a conversation at a restaurant to 
request a new drink or pause enjoyment of a meal to leave the 
table to refill a glass of wine at home.

Space Saving: Declutter dining tables by removing the ice bucket 
or wine bottle, while keeping beverages tableside by attaching
the holder to the side of the table.

Revolutionary Results

Patent No. 9,398,824


